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Alan Watts was one of the most famous and astute writers and speakers of the twentieth century on the themes of Eastern thought and meditation. He was born in England in 1915 and lived in the United States, where he was an Episcopal priest at Northwestern University until 1950. Shortly thereafter, he devoted
himself to the study of Eastern philosophy and meditation at the Academy of Asian Studies in San Francisco, and became one of the most famous and enduring writers in Asian philosophy. He died at his home in northern California in 1973. His books include The Way of zen, Psychotherapy of East and West, Joyous
Cosmology, and Book: On Taboo vs. Knowing Who You Are. In this new edition of his acclaimed autobiography - long out of print and rare until now - Alan Watts tracks his spiritual and philosophical evolution from child religious conservatives in rural England to a freewheeling spiritual teacher who challenged the West to
challenge convention and think for himself. From the very beginning of this intellectual life, Watts manifests himself as a philosophical renegade and a broad autodidodact that came to Buddhism through the teachings of Christmas Humphreys and D.T. Suzuki. Narrated in a nonlinean style, In My Own Way wonderfully
combines Watts' own brand of unconventional philosophy and often hilarious accounts of gurus, celebrities, the psychedelic drug experience, and the wry observations of Western culture. The charming foreword, written by Watts's father, sets the tone for this warm, funny and beautifully written story of a compelling figure
who encouraged readers to follow their own weird - something he always did himself, as his remarkable account of his life © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or his affiliate Alan Watts Copyright © 1972 Alan Watts All Rights reserved. ISBN: 978-1-57731-584-1 Chapter 1THE STONED WOODTopophilia is a word invented
by the British poet John Betheman for a special love for peculiar places. It sounds almost like a disease or a perversion, but it approaches the Japanese known, which means complex nostalgia. You can love special places either for their beauty, or for their fascinating ugliness, or for their inability to be described. The
Swiss-Italian Lake District and Big Sur, California are in first class; second to residential North London, Philadelphia or Baltimore; in the third put Chislehurst, which means stone or stony (or even surprised) wood. It is an area on a well wooded and flat hilltop south-east of London, its soil teeming with round and grey-
surface stones, some containing pockets of crystals and some that, when broken, reveal an image of a dark blue sky, dense clouds. Large swathes of this area are common or public parks, wild and left in general for themselves. In the intertics are palace mansions, rich suburban three small shopping districts, seven
churches, seven amiable pubs and two respectable slums. Even today it was not too undesirable improvement. Indeed, many of the mansions are now schools, offices, or office apartments, and a number of square, red-brick, quiet-despair homes have filled old rural alleys. But the Royal Parade, one block-long main
shopping mall, is almost exactly what it was fifty years ago. I went back there in June 1970 to celebrate my father's ninety years at Tiger's Head pub on the green village, opposite the ancient parish church of St Nicholas - and by the way, it's not so widely known that English pubs (as opposed to restaurants) can provide
great holidays. But there was the center of the village in the original order, although the property changed. Next to the thriving looking Bull Inn are Miss Rabbit's original sweet shop, and by contrast, the incredible Miss Battle still runs a bakery. I can't explain it; she is a young woman about seventy years old. Mr. Walters
(Junior) still runs a book, stationery, and greeting card shop, though Mr. Coffin's excellent grocery was taken on the chain - and yet the goods and services remain unchanged. It smells like it's always made flavors of fresh coffee, smoked meat and Stilton cheese, and works with the dignity and courtesy that make it, for
me, an archetypal grocery developed in heaven.Mr. Francis Tobacco and barbershop is still there, though he has long since joined his ancestors. It was here that I had one and only personal meeting with this living and ancient priest, Canon Dawson, the abbot of St. Nicholas, who, being a very high Anglo Catholic
church, wore a hat of fried eggs and cassock around the village. (All I remember about his sermons is a series of enthusiastic coughs, but everyone loved him, and he lived in the magnificent and mysterious home of the queen Anne - Rector - a kitten-corner from the church, next to the head of the tiger, and supported by
a number of state trees, behind which lay acres of spacious farms of Colonel Edelman and crow-cawing pine.) The rector was in a hurry and very affably asked me to give way in the queue for a haircut. Naturally, I was delighted; he, the dignitary, the parish or the face of the domain treated a nine-year-old boy as a
human being. I didn't wait long because he was almost bald. But Disappeared now is a draping and dress shop run by Misses Scriven, two elderly spinsters with world-up hair, bulging, with a bun on top, and carefully dressed from neck to ankles with long-sleeved ruffle blouses and tweed skirts, granny-style sunglasses
with thin gold discs insulting their faces. Fashionable young ladies today should note (since grandma's glasses are back in fashion) that the wire designs on the face, especially on ladies with angular figures, have about Same sex sex like bicycles. To make matters worse, Misses Scriven displayed their dresses and
dresses on teapots that were headless, armless, and legless mock-ups of female torsos, having lathe-turned erections of dark wood instead of head. These hideous objects gave me repeated nightmares until I was at least six years old, because in the midst of an otherwise interesting dream suddenly appear a calico-
covered dummy, menacingly chested (without crevices) and ominously headless. This thing would mumble at me and offer unrefible horrors, but after that it would rumble and I would feel the fall through the darkness to find myself relieved and awake. And then, just to the north, there was Mr. Prebble and Bones's
pharmacy, its windows decorated with huge tear bottles of brightly colored liquids, for decoration, not for sale, where the drugs were sold in an aromatic atmosphere, prompting the riddle What smells most about the pharmacy? While Mr. Coffin's grocery store was low and on a level, Mr. Prebble's creation and Mr.
Bones's creation was tall and looked at you, and their mysterious bottles with occult labels were stored in tall, glass cabinets. They come with Dr. Tallent's utterly promiscuous recipes in bottles and boxes with formal and punctual labels called Blend, Ointment, or Tablets, and then with such paradoxical instructions as
Take one pill three times a day, which reminds me of a notice once posted on buses in Sacramento, California: Please let these come out first. Dr Tallent also lived at The Royal Parade, in Walton Lodge, a pleasant begardened house strangely sequestered in the heart of a number of shops. He was a confident, kind and
pure-smelling man who was acting at my birth, on whose brand new suit I had drunk on my circumcision, and from whom, as soon as I was articulated, I demanded two shilling fees (which he paid) for some unpleasant medical care. His wife was, necessarily, a talented woman - a singer and actress resembling Mary
Pickford - and I was secretly in love with his tall brunette daughter Jane, not knowing how to do anything about it. She seemed to be on higher runs on the social ladder, and thus went with the boys who played tennis and cricket (ultimately a boring game), and indulged in lugubrious hang out armed dances of the 1920s.
And then I was furiously in love with a blonde kindergarten named Kitty, who lived in one of the pretentious mansions next to the Rectory, so much so that I plucked up the courage to offer her marriage and was so vehemently rejected that I didn't have the courage to make love approaches to women until I was nineteen.
I was told in later years that I looked like a mixture of King George VI and Rex Harrison, but then the boys told me I was cross-eyed and and a weakening to which no girl would ever attract. But when I search through records like The Who's Who and even the Greater London Telephone Catalog, all those beautiful and
confident athletes, scientists and snobs that were my successful peers at school seem to have disappeared. It is incredible and surprising that I find no trace of the heroes of my childhood, except for one or two, whom the system rejected as a poet, travelogist, and (during World War II) Brigadier General Patrick Lee
Fermor, who was expelled from the Royal School, Canterbury, for a walk with the daughter of a local greengrocer. But back to Chislehurst. Rowan Tree Cottage, our home, is one block east of the Royal Parade, and takes its name from the mountain ash or ash tree that grew in the front garden behind the hedge sweeter
and next to the jasmine gazebo and the gorgeous green culinary apple tree on which we used to hang coconuts, sliced open for delectation wrens and blue boobs. The house is a semi-polluted cottage, that is a mirror image of the structure, one half occupied by us, and the other is a wonderfully ugly, garrulous, holy, and
warm-hearted lady known as Miss Gussy (Augusta Pierce - and let her rest in peace, fanned by the precious wings of her Anglo-Catholic angels.) Also, let's be told, in passing, that most of the people mentioned in this book should be recognized as my guru- that I appreciate -- and in that respect Miss Gussy had an
important role. Behind the house, my parents purchased an acre of land that adjoins the playing fields of the Farrington (Wesleyan) Girls' School and gave access to the vast fields and forests of the Scudbury Manor, where the Chislehurst Lords lived, at least from the 13th century. Just on the border between our land
and Farrington was a colossal sycamore tree exactly ninety feet high, where the sun rose, and where, in the afternoon, my mother and I watched shiny pigeons against black storm clouds. It was the axletree of the world, Yggdrasil, the blessing and shelter of successive gardens, vegetable gardens and (once) rabbit
farms, which my father cultivated during an economic disaster. There was also a time when he let the back of the garden go fallow, with grasses, sorrel, and flowering grass so well over my head that I could get lost in this sunny grassy forest with butterflies floating above. I was so happy in these miniature jungles that I
still don't understand why those who don't have the time or skills for real gardening shouldn't just let go of their land in their own way, instead of insisting on lawn, and the grass has to imitate the pool table. We are compulsive and grimly neat, and desperate to smooth out the rectangular and uniformed chtonic world in
euclidian models who are completely deprived and abundance. Shouldn't we be apologizing for millions of square miles of clipped, uncoorized grass? It was the magic Chislehurst shared - that all those acres were just left alone, except for the attention of the hilarious Mr. Cox, the general keeper who walked around with
a burlap bag and spiked stick to pick up human trash - mostly paper. There were open acres covered with curly fern bracken and dotted with spiky, yellow-flowered gorse bushes. There were dark dense clumps of rhododendron, damp mysterious pools under huge oaks and cedars, sweet, sandy and sunny groves of
pines, and, at the bottom of the Petta Forest - just across the railroad tracks - an almost tropical swamp where the Marchristal stream (named after Margaret, Christine, and Alan, who explored it from end to end) flowed into a large stream that ran through the Medway. In the Thames on Sheerness.Margaret and Christina,



by the way, were sisters - two delightfully feminine tomboys whom I had no nerve to relate to except for a boy-level adventure and mild mischief, such as initiating Christina's smoking cigarettes under a bush on the property. However, we followed that tiny stream through two miles of thicket, mostly young hazelnuts, elms,
and ash, above ground shimmering with wild primroses and celandine and blooming (if that word) with pagoda-like layers of mushroom tree, with toads, and with this formidable red top, white-flecked mushroom Amanitacaria - of which we knew nothing. The marshal descended through the belt of pines, through a culvert
under the tracks, and in this brightly lively marshland where flowering algae grew well above our heads - white umbelliferae, yellow rags, something with small but imperial purple flowers, nettles, wild roses, honeysuckle, common bugs, foxes, wild poppies, huge thistles, blackberries, and bushfires. , and befluttered by
fritillaries, red admirals, swallows, painted ladies, tortoise-shells, orange tips, little cops, Camberwell beauties, gray, common white, commas, peacocks, clouded yellow, marble white, chalk blues, and even sometimes purple. Yes, I demonstrate my knowledge of folk entomology. My father was an amateur entomologist,
and his guru in this quest was a very small, affable and clever bon-viable named Samuel Blyth - a well-to-do lawyer, a shareholder of the Bank of England, and confirmed a bachelor who lived with his magnificently witty mother and two devoted maids in a Churrigur house south of the Royal Parade. Samuel Blyth was
one of Canon Dawson's loyal henchmen, a devout and even belligerent high-court churchman almost never discussed religion. His ancestors swam with the Royal Navy, and his house was on fire with folk art from Africa, India and Indochina - encrusted tables, silver canisters, a huge basket of Lagos, and all sorts of
lacquered and marquetry boxes with images, in brilliant color, Shiva, Krishna, Parvati, and Radha dancing to his mid-frame. In addition, he presided over state dinners, which were held by a special company in an official dress, where the kitchen served by Annie I and Annie II was English cuisine at its best, accompanied
by the best Bordeaux wines, for which he had a special sympathy. Next to my mother, he can be considered my true teacher in the art of the table, although now - in California - we attend formal dinners in outrageously creative costumes instead of black, silk suits with boiled shirts and black bow ties. Sam's mother was
just such a woman, I hope my own wife will be when she is eighty. She was somewhat stout, wore a black velvet choker, and carried a silver black cane; lady of remarkable presence and dignity, which was nevertheless given a chuckle. Sam, too, had this special and important grace to evaluate and giggle about
nonsense - important because I'm not fully at ease with those who miss it. At a very early age I was presented with a beautiful edition of the folly of Edward Lear's limericks Corner, (apparently) acid, and the bearded Mr. Chettle, who as the school's headmaster sponsored by a Worshipful Stationery Company, was the
most respected of my father's teachers. He was thus responsible for initiating me into a taste for such deep ridicule as the old man of Vienna who lived on Senna's tincture. When he disagreed, he took chamomile tea; This nasty Old man Vienna.So, I told Sam Blythe and his mother about a crazy cartoon-film I saw called
Worm, which turned into a judging-chased worm, usually slow and sluggish in action, became galvanized by energy after drinking from a bottle labeled Encouragement, and with electric cramps hit all his pursuers to pieces. After that, on my return from night entomological expeditions, I was invariably given a bottle of
encouragement, which, as then appropriate for a little boy, was the most pleasant mixture - English ginger beer from a stone bottle. I drink some at the time of writing, and although it comes from a nasty and environmentally harmful non-refund bottle that says, with ridiculous pomp, spilled under the authority of
Schweppes (USA) Ltd., Stamford, Connecticut, 06905, from an entity imported from Schweppes, London, England, it is very good; though not quite the same as served by Samuel Blyth of a stone bottle or bought, homemade, from The cottage on the ancient Roman road south of Canterbury.These entomological
expeditions after dark were usually conducted in a long and ancient grove of trees on the western side of the Petta forest, bordered by the open fields of Colonel Edelman with their clusters, or spines, pines. Sam and my father painted trees with a thin, one-foot strip of molasses mixed with the essence of a pear. Then, at
the bottom of the grove, they would wait and light up their pipes (Sam, who was a cheerful little man, was the biggest Dunhill I've ever seen), whereafter we would go back with our flashlights exploring the various moths who visited our treacly traps. My father used to call them his folk names, such as Silver Y, from the
silver-shaped sign on its top wing, but Sam, as a guru, used The Grape-Latin scientific names - in this case ITL'ITL - always pronounced in crudely British distortions of Mediterranean languages. Thus, the very rare and valuable oleander hawk moth, which Sam once netted enthusiastically over his flowering tobacco
plants, is known to science as nerii. He uttered it neary-eyed. It's a gorgeous mottled green, almost bird moth that sometimes reaches the southern shores of England from Africa.We'd carefully identify the various specimens on molasses and then proceed to capture those not yet in our collections, inveiging them into
glass pillboxes, and then spifling them in glass jars, or killing-bottles containing cyanide-covered Paris. Crushed bay leaves will do just as well. (Continues...) Excerpts from in my own way by Alan Watts. 1972 © by Alan Watts. Excerpts from the permission of the Library of the New World. All rights are reserved. No part of
this passage can be reproduced or reprinted without the publisher's permission in writing. Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. exclusively for the personal use of visitors to this website. Site. in my own way alan watts pdf. in my own way alan watts pdf download. in my own way alan watts quotes. in my own way
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